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Ditransitive licensing of Long Distance Agreement in Meskwaki 

Amy Dahlstrom 

 

The construction of Long Distance Agreement (LDA; also called Raising or Copying to Object) 

is well known in Algonquian languages: in LDA the matrix verb is inflected to agree with one of 

the arguments of its complement clause.1 The LDA construction which is familiar across the 

family exhibits a matrix verb which is a monotransitive Transitive Animate (TA) verb, as 

illustrated in (15) below. In this paper I present evidence that, in Meskwaki at least, the range of 

verbs which may appear as the matrix verb in a Long Distance Agreement construction is greater 

than has been previously reported. Specifically, Meskwaki also allows ditransitive verbs, the 

TA+O class, to license Long Distance Agreement. These TA+O verbs are formed with the 

secondary final -aw.  

An example of the construction in question is given in (1):2 

 

(1) ki·hkehčimeko–nenehke·netamo·ne i·nokimani e·šimiyani 

 ke-i·h-kehči–=meko  –nenehke·netamaw-ene 

 2-FUT-greatly–=EMPH –think.of.TA+O-1>2/IND 

 

 [i·noki=mani  IC-išim-iyani] 

  today=now IC-speak.so.to-2>1/PART/OBL 

‘I will think seriously of what you told me today.’ W371 

(literally: ‘I think of you [what you told me].’) 

 

In (1) the matrix verb is nenehke·netamaw- ‘think’, here in a ditransitive form. The matrix verb 

is inflected for a first person singular subject and a second person singular object in the 

independent indicative paradigm, expressed by the second person prefix ke- and the suffix -ene. 

The matrix verb’s object is coreferential to the subject of the lower clause, the second person 

subject of  e·šimiyani ‘what you told me’, so the literal gloss of this example is ‘I think of you 

[what you told me]’. 

The structure of this paper is as follows: I will first give some background on the 

secondary final -aw, which appears not only in the construction under discussion but which also 

has other functions, and make explicit my assumptions about the relationship between thematic 

roles like AGENT and syntactic functions like SUBJECT. I then review the properties of the more 

familiar type of Long Distance Agreement before turning to a detailed examination of the Long 

Distance Agreement construction with ditransitive matrix verbs. I show that the ditransitive 

construction differs syntactically from the more familiar type of Long Distance Agreement in 

that the ditransitive type expresses the lower clause as a participle (i.e. as an NP) rather than as 

an embedded S as in the familiar monotransitive LDA construction. In the final section I’ll point 

out some similarities between the ditransitve LDA construction and the Possessor Raising 

construction, another construction associated with the secondary final -aw. 

 

THE SECONDARY FINAL -AW 

 

Examples (2–4) illustrate the formation of secondary stems with the suffix -aw. In terms of its 

morphological requirements, -aw attaches directly to the stem of  Transitive Inanimate class 2 

and class 3 verbs, as seen in (3) and (4). For Transitive Inanimate class 1 verbs, the final attaches 
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to a THEME, that is, a stem plus the theme sign -am, as seen in (2). The resulting forms for all 

classes are ditransitive TA+O stems. (All examples of stems are taken from Goddard and 

Thomson 2014.) 

 

(2a) mešen-   ‘catch’   TI class 1: theme sign -am 

(2b) [[mešen]am]aw- ‘catch for’  

 

(3a) awat-   ‘take away’   TI class 2: theme sign -o· 

(3b) awataw-  ‘take away for’ 

 

(4a) na·t-   ‘go after, fetch’  TI class 3: theme sign: -ø 

(4b) na·taw-  ‘go after, fetch for’ 

 

Applicatives 

The resulting stem with -aw often functions as an APPLICATIVE, as in the examples in (2-4). That 

is, a new argument is added to the verb’s subcategorizational frame, which functions as the first 

object of the ditransitive verb. As a result, the object of the base TI verb is demoted to second 

object. (5–6) present a schematic representation of the syntactic effect of suffixing -aw to a 

monotransitive input stem, using an informal version of Lexical Functional Grammar (cf. 

Dalrymple, Lowe, and Mycock 2019). 

 

(5) awat- ‘take away < SUBJ   OBJ >’ 

          agent   theme 

 

(6) awataw- ‘take away for < SUBJ   OBJ2    OBJ >’ 

          agent theme beneficiary 

 

The added first object in the applicative construction often is a beneficiary, as in (2-4), 

but other thematic roles, such as source or goal, are also possible as the added first object: 

 

(7) natotamaw-  ‘ask for O2 from O’ 

(8) nowenamaw-  ‘hand O2 out to O’ 

(9) kya·tamaw-  ‘keep O2 a secret from O’ 

 

In (7) the first object of the ditransitive verb is a source, in (8) the first object is a goal, and in (9) 

it is difficult to know how to classify the role of the person from whom the secret is being kept, 

but in any event it is not a beneficiary. The generalization covering all examples so far is that in 

the applicative construction, the added first object always bears some thematic role to the verb.       

 

Possessor Raising 

The -aw secondary final is also used in POSSESSOR RAISING, in which the possessor of a theme or 

patient argument is expressed as first object and the possessum is second object. Possessor 

Raising stems are homophonous with the applicative stems presented earlier, as seen in (10): 

 

(10a) awat-   ‘take away’ 

(10b) awataw-  ‘take away O’s O2’ 
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A textual example of Possessor Raising is given in (11): 

 

(11) [aša·hahi] e·hawata·kotehe oči·ma·ni 

 [aša·h-ahi]  e·h-awataw-ekotehe     o-či·ma·n-i 

  Sioux-OBV.PL AOR-take.away.O’s.O2-3>3/AOR.PRET 3-canoe-SG 

 ‘[The Sioux] had apparently taken his canoe away.’ (Dahlstrom 2015:157) 

 

In (11) the thing taken away is oči·ma·ni ‘his canoe’; the object inflection on the verb agrees with 

the third person animate possessor of the canoe, not the inanimate possessum. 

Note that the Possessor Raising construction differs from the applicative in (6) in that the 

first object in Possessor Raising bears no thematic role in the verb’s argument structure: it is not 

a goal or source or–in the context of (11)–certainly not a beneficiary. Using the notation 

introduced above, we can represent the lack of a thematic role associated with the first object as 

in (12): 

 

(12) awataw- ‘take away O’s O2 < SUBJ  OBJ2 >  OBJ’ 

     agent theme  

 OBJ = (OBJ2 POSS) 

 

In this notational convention, a grammatical function which is syntactically required by the verb 

but not linked to a thematic role is written outside the angled brackets, as in (12). Instead, the 

first object must be understood as functioning as the possessor of the second object, expressed by 

the equation associated with the verb’s lexical entry. The equation should be read as “The verb’s 

first object is identical to its second object’s possessor.” 

The Possessor Raising construction is extremely common in Meskwaki but it is not 

obligatory, as shown by the following textual example: 

 

(13) i·nini ihkwe·wani otasayani e·hawana·či 

 i·nini   ihkwe·w-ani  o-asay-ani  e·h-awan-a·či 

 that.OBV woman-OBV 3-skin-OBV AOR-take.away-3>3/AOR 

 ‘He took away that woman’s skin.’ W844 

 

In (13) the object taken away by the subject is possessed, but here an ordinary monotransitive 

verb is used, not the ditransitive Possessor Raising form. (awan- is the monotransitive Transitive 

Animate form of ‘take away’.)  

To sum up so far, we have seen that ditransitive verbs formed with the secondary final -aw 

may function as an applicative or in a Possessor Raising construction. Later in the paper we will 

see that an additional function associated with stems formed with -aw is a Long Distance 

Agreement construction.  

 

FAMILIAR TYPE OF LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT 

 

I now turn to a brief overview of the familiar type of Long Distance Agreement. As mentioned 

earlier, this construction is widespread in the family, from Blackfoot in the west (Frantz 1978, 

Bliss 2009) to Innu-aimun (Branigan and MacKenzie 2002) and Mi’gmaq (Fry and Hamilton 
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2016) in the east. Consider the elicited pair of sentences in (14-15), where (14) does not exhibit 

Long Distance Agreement and (15) does: 

 

(14) nekehke·neta  e·hkakano·neti·hači 

ne-kehke·net-a  e·h-kakano·neti·h-ači 

1-know-1>0/IND  AOR-converse.with-2>3/AOR 

‘I know you have been talking to him.’   

 

(15) ke-kehke·nem-ene  e·h-kakano·neti·h-ači 

2-know-1>2/IND    AOR-converse.with-2>3/AOR 

‘I know you have been talking to him.’  

(literally: ‘I know you [you have been talking to him].’) 

 

In (14) the matrix verb stem kehke·net- ‘know’ is Transitive Inanimate and there is no agreement 

on the matrix verb for any argument of the lower clause. In (15), on the other hand, the matrix 

verb kehke·nem- ‘know’ exhibits object agreement with the subject of the complement clause. 

Since the matrix verb in (15) is inflected for an animate object, the form of the matrix verb’s 

stem must be Transitive Animate. (15) is an example of Long Distance Agreement. 

The matrix verbs permitting Long Distance Agreement express cognition or other mental 

states as seen in (16), where the lefthand column contains the verb form used with no Long 

Distance Agreement, and the righthand column contains the verb form required if Long Distance 

Agreement is chosen. Note that nearly all the verbs contain the primary final -e·netTI /-e·nemTA, 

denoting mental action. 

 

(16) Sample of matrix verbs permitting the familiar type of LDA  

 

  No LDA  LDA 

a.  ša·kwe·nemo- AI ša·kwe·nem- TA    ‘be unwilling’ 

b.  išite·he·- AI   ine·nem- TA      ‘think thus, intend thus’    

c.  kehke·net- TI   kehke·nem- TA     ‘know’  

 d. wa·wane·net- TI  wa·wane·nem- TA ‘fail to know’ 

 e. natawe·net- TI  natawe·nem- TA ‘want, seek to know’ 

 f.  aka·wa·t- TI   aka·wa·n- TA      ‘desire’  

 g. menwe·net- TI  menwe·nem- TA ‘like’ 

 h.  tane·net- TI   tane·nem- TA     ‘expect’  

 

The verbs in the righthand column are uniformly Transitive Animate, while their counterparts in 

the lefthand column may be either Animate Intransitive or Transitive Inanimate. 

What is the argument structure of the verbs in (16)? Let’s look first at a verb in the 

lefthand column which is Animate Intransitive: 

 

(17) ša·kwe·nemo- ‘be unwilling < SUBJ      COMP>’ 

      experiencer proposition 

 

In (17), the matrix stem form used without Long Distance Agreement requires two arguments, a 

subject and a COMP, the grammatical function associated with complement clauses.  
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What about the verbs in the lefthand column which are Transitive Inanimate? I claim that 

these verbs take an expletive object: in other words,  a ‘dummy’ object: 

 

 

(18) kehke·net- ‘know < SUBJ       COMP>        OBJ’ [TI-O] 

             experiencer         proposition 

(OBJ GEND) = INAN & (OBJ NUM) = SG 

 

In other words, I analyze verbs like kehke·net- as belonging to the TI-O class, similar to well-

known cases such as a·hkwamat- ‘be sick’, which has only one argument linked to a thematic 

role but which is inflected as a transitive verb with an inanimate singular dummy object: 

 

(19) a·hkwamat- ‘be sick <SUBJ>   OBJ’  [TI-O] 

    theme 

(OBJ GEND) = INAN & (OBJ NUM) = SG 

 

Since the dummy object is not linked to a thematic role we use the same convention seen earlier 

in our discussion of Possessor Raising and write the OBJ outside the angled brackets. 

Now, what about the Transitive Animate verbs used in the Long Distance Agreement 

constructions? What sort of lexical entry do they have? An incomplete proposal for kehke·nem- 

‘know’ is given in (20): 

 

(20) kehke·nem- ‘know < SUBJ       COMP>        OBJ’ 

                experiencer       proposition 

  

[incomplete: lacks an equation relating the OBJ to the COMP clause!] 

 

In (20), the form used with Long Distance Agreement has the familiar two thematic roles of 

experiencer and proposition, but requires three syntactic arguments, SUBJ, COMP, and OBJ. Here 

again the object does not bear a thematic role to the matrix verb.  

 The proposed lexical entry in (20), however, is incomplete because it lacks an equation 

that specifies how the athematic object coheres with some element of the complement clause. 

Interestingly, the various languages of the family exhibiting LDA differ in how the athematic 

object relates to the lower clause. For some languages of the family, such as Plains Cree 

(Dahlstrom 1991:67–76), Ojibwe (Rhodes 1994:438–440), and Mi’gmaq (Fry and Hamilton 

2016), there is a syntactic constraint on the LDA construction: specifically, the matrix verb in an 

LDA construction in those languages may agree with only the subject of the complement clause. 

For such languages, we can express the constraint with an equation like that in (21): 

 

(21)  Syntactic constraint for Plains Cree Long Distance Agreement (cf. Dahlstrom 1991) 

 OBJ = (COMP SUBJ) 

 

The constraint in (21) should be read as “The matrix verb’s object is identical to the complement 

clause’s subject.” 

However, other languages of the family–including Meskwaki–do not exhibit any 

syntactic constraint on LDA. Any argument of the lower clause may trigger agreement on the 
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matrix verb, as long as an “aboutness” relation holds. For example, in the elicited sentence (22) 

we see that the object of the matrix verb is coreferential to the object of the complement clause: 

 

(22) nekehke·nema·wa e·hkakano·neti·hači 

 ne-kehke·nem-a·wa  e·h-kakano·neti·h-ači 

1-know-1>3/IND    AOR-converse.with-2>3/AOR  

‘I know you have been talking to him.’  

(lit. ‘I know him [you have been talking to him].’) 

 

For Meskwaki and similar languages, the Plains Cree equation given earlier in (21) 

clearly does not hold. Instead, we can describe the “aboutness” relation with an equation 

mentioning TOPIC, as seen in (23): 

 

(23) kehke·nem- ‘know <  SUBJ       COMP>        OBJ’ 

experiencer     proposition 

OBJ = (COMP TOPIC) 

 

In other words, the equation in (23) should be read as “The matrix verb’s object is identical to 

the complement clause’s topic.” 

 

DITRANSITIVE LICENSING OF LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT 

 

With the above background on the usual type of Long Distance Agreement in Meskwaki,  

we can now turn to the type of Long Distance Agreement which exhibits a ditransitive matrix 

verb. (1), repeated below as (24), was already given as an example of this construction: 

 

(24)  ki·hkehčimeko–nenehke·netamo·ne i·nokimani e·šimiyani 

 ke-i·h-kehči–=meko  –nenehke·netamaw-ene 

 2-FUT-greatly–=EMPH –think.of.TA+O-1>2/IND 

 

 i·noki=mani  IC-išim-iyani 

 today=now IC-speak.so.to-2>1/PART/OBL 

‘I will think seriously of what you told me today.’ W371 

(literally: ‘I think of you [what you told me].’) 

 

Note that the matrix verb in (24) contains the primary final -e·net, the Transitive 

Inanimate (class 1) final of mental action. In fact, all the examples found so far of ditransitive 

verbs licensing Long Distance Agreement contain the primary final -e·net. A sampling of such 

verbs is shown in (25): 

 

(25) TI1 base verb      derived ditransitive used with LDA  

nenehke·net-  ‘think of’    nenehke·netamaw- 

pehte·net-  ‘consider wrong, disagree with’ pehte·netamaw- 

mya·ne·net-  ‘consider bad, dislike’   mya·ne·netamaw- 

mehkwe·net- ‘remember’    mehkwe·netamaw- 

kehke·net- ‘know’     kehke·netamaw- 
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Furthermore, like the more familiar Long Distance Agreement construction with a 

monotransitive matrix verb, the ditransitive type of LDA is optional: 

 

(26) e·nenako·w=meko ahpene·či ki·hnenehke·neta·pwa 

 IC-in-enako·we=meko    ahpene·či  ke-i·h-nenehke·net-a·pwa 

 IC-say.thus.to-1>2P/PART/OBL=EMPH  every.time 2-FUT-think.of-2P>0/IND  

 ‘You should always think about exactly what I said to you.’ W531 

  

In (26) the subject is being told to think about e·nenako·we ‘what I said to you’, expressed as a 

participle headed by an oblique argument. This is almost identical to the oblique-headed 

participle in (24) e·šimiyani ‘what you told me’, but in (24) the matrix verb exhibits LDA and is 

in the ditransitive form, while in (26) there is no LDA and the matrix verb is monotransitive. 

Another example of the ditransitive LDA construction can be seen in the following: 

 

(27) “o·mani taswi i·noki pe·hte·netamawiye·kwe mani e·nowe·ya·ni, …” 

  o·=mani taswi  i·noki  IC-pehte·netamaw-iye·kwe 

  oh,=this so.many now   IC-consider.wrong.TA+O-2P>1/PART/OBL  

 

mani IC-inowe·-ya·ni,  

this IC-declare.thus-1/PART/OBL  

‘Oh, since this many of you disagree now with what I said…’  W403 

 (literally, ‘Oh, since this many of you now consider about me [what I said] wrong…’) 

 

In (27) the matrix verb is the ditransitive form of ‘disagree with, consider wrong’ which is 

inflected for a first person singular object, coreferential with the subject of the oblique-headed 

participle e·nowe·ya·ni ‘what I declared’. 

 (28) illustrates the ditransitive LDA construction appearing with another matrix verb, 

here the ditransitive form of ‘dislike, consider bad’: 

 

(28) o·ni mya·ne·netamawiya·ke e·nowe·wa·ke·ni,  

o·ni mya·ne·netamaw-iya·ke  IC-inowe·-wa·ke·ni,  

and dislike.TA+O-2>1P/SUBJNCT  IC-declare.thus-1P/INTERR.PART/OBL  

‘ And if you don’t like whatever we may say,’ W407 

(literally, ‘And if you consider [whatever we may say] bad regarding us,’) 

 

The complement of ‘dislike’ is the oblique-headed interrogative participle e·nowe·wa·ke·ni 

‘whatever we (exclusive) declare’, and the first person plural subject of the participle is 

coreferential to the first object of the ditransitive matrix verb. 

 The verb ‘remember’ can also appear in a ditransitive form in the Long Distance 

Agreement construction: 

 

(29) pwa·wimeko– manaha ko·hkomesena·na –me·mehkwe·netamawate e·šimehki,  

      pwa·wi–=meko  manaha  ke-o·hkomes-ena·n-a  

not–=EMPH  this.ANIM 2-grandmother-21-SG  
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–me·-mehkwe·netamaw-ate    IC-išim-ehki,  

–REDUP-remember.TA+O-2>3/SUBJNCT  IC-speak.so.to-3>2/PART/OBL 

‘If you don’t remember what our grandmother said to you,’ W646 

(literally, ‘If you don’t remember about our grandmother [what she said to you],’ 

 

(29) follows the same pattern seen in (24, 27, and 28): the third person singular object of the 

ditransitive matrix verb is coreferential to the subject of the oblique-headed participle expressing 

the lower clause, here e·šimehki ‘what she said to you’. 

 

Lexical Entries for Ditransitive LDA 

What sort of lexical entry should the ditransitive verbs licensing LDA have? To answer this 

question, first let’s consider the arguments which are possible for a simple monotransitive verb 

like mehkwe·nem- (TA) / mehkwe·net- (TI1) ‘remember’. ‘Remember’ can be a two place verb 

where the object argument is realized as a simple NP as in (30): 

 

(30) o·ni wi·sahke·ha e·hmehkwe·nema·či otaye·hani pešekesiwani.  

 o·ni   wi·sahke·h-a  e·h-mehkwe·nem-a·či  o-taye·h-ani  pešekesiw-ani.  

 and.then W-SG  AOR-remember-3>3/AOR 3-pet.DIM-OBV deer-OBV 

 ‘And then Wisahkeha remembered his little pet deer.’ W78 

 

The lexical entry for the verb in (30) can be represented as in (31): 

 

(31) mehkwe·nem- ‘remember  < SUBJ   OBJ>’ 

              experiencer   theme 

 (OBJ GEND) = ANIM 

 

In other words, mehkwe·nem- ‘remember’ requires a subject which is linked to the experiencer 

argument and an object which is linked to the theme argument, the thing which is remembered. 

In (30) it is a deer which is remembered by the subject, so the Transitive Animate form of the 

verb is necessary, expressed by the equation (OBJ GEND) = ANIM, read “object’s gender is 

animate.” 

The object argument of ‘remember’ can also be realized as a participle, which is a 

nominalized clause: 

  

(32) ča·kimeko nemehkwe·neta e·nahina·čimohitehe 

 ča·ki=meko  ne-mehkwe·net-a  IC-inah-ina·čimoh-itehe 

 all=EMPH 1-remember-1>0/IND IC-REDUP-inform.so-3>1/PRET.PART/OBL 

 ‘I remembered everything she had ever told me.’ (Goddard 2006:117) 

 

In (32) the participle e·nahina·čimohitehe ‘that which she had told me’ has the internal syntax of 

a clause. That is, it is formed from a verb stem ina·čimoh- ‘inform so’ which is subcategorized 

for a subject (the one speaking), an object (the addressee), and an oblique (that which is told). 

However, as a participle the fully inflected form has the external syntax of an NP: more 

specifically, it is a relative clause in which the oblique argument of ina·čimoh- ‘inform so’ 

functions as the head. 
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The lexical entry for the verb in (32) is thus identical to the one seen in (31) with a simple 

NP object: 

 

(33) mehkwe·net- ‘remember  < SUBJ   OBJ>’ 

             experiencer   theme 

 

In other words, monotransitive forms of ‘remember’ require an experiencer subject and a theme 

object, where the theme object may be instantiated either as a simple NP (30) or as a nominalized 

clause (32). 

Now, what would a lexical entry look like for the ditransitive form of ‘remember’ seen 

above in (29), which licenses Long Distance Agreement? I suggest that it would be the 

following:  

 

(34) mehkwe·netamaw- ‘remember  < SUBJ   OBJ2>    OBJ’ 

      experiencer   theme 

OBJ = (OBJ2 TOPIC) 

 

(34) shows that the ditransitive matrix verb of (29) has only two thematic roles, experiencer and 

theme, identical to the monotransitive forms of ‘remember’. There is an added syntactic 

requirement for a first object, which is not associated with any thematic role. Because a new 

syntactic argument for object has been added, the theme argument which was associated with 

object in the input stem form (cf. 33) gets demoted to second object, parallel to the applicative 

and Possessor Raising constructions discussed in the first section of the paper. 

A final comment on the schema in (34) is necessary. Why does the equation in (34) 

which makes explicit the connection between the athematic object and the embedded clause 

mention topic? The examples we have seen so far have exhibited Long Distance Agreement 

between the first object of the matrix verb and the subject of the participle. The following 

example, however, suggests that the ditransitive type of Long Distance Agreement is sensitive to 

the topic relation, just as the monotransitive type of LDA is:3  

 

(35) Previous context:  

[‘My uncle hung some kind of hide there, and I really hate the smell of it.’]  

 

 a·kwike·hmeko kehke·netamawakini we·kone·henikwe·ni.   

 a·kwi=ke·hi=meko  kehke·netamaw-akini   IC-we·kone·h-enikwe·ni.   

 not=moreover=EMPH know.TA+O-1>3/NEG  IC-be.what-0’/INTERR.PART/0’ 

 ‘I have no idea what it is.’ W856 

(literally, ‘I don’t know regarding him [what it may be].’) 

 

In the lines preceding (35) in the text, the quoted speaker has related that he encountered some 

bad-smelling animal hide which his uncle had hung up in the woods. In (35) the speaker adds 

that he does not know what kind of hide it is. Notice that the matrix verb is kehe·netamaw-, the 

ditransitive form of ‘know’, and that the matrix verb is inflected for a third person animate 

singular object, referring to the uncle mentioned in the previous sentence. However, the uncle is 

not an argument of the lower clause: the verb of the lower clause is inflected only for an 

obviative inanimate subject, referring to the hide mentioned in the previous sentence. The lower 
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clause must be interpreted as being about the uncle (e.g. because the uncle is the possessor of the 

bad-smelling hide) and thus an instance of Long Distance Agreement being sensitive to the topic 

relation, not to a grammatical function of the lower clause.4 

 

COMPARISON OF MONOTRANSITIVE LDA, DITRANSITIVE LDA, AND POSSESSOR RAISING 

 

The previous section has described similarites between the two types of Long Distance 

Agreement constructions. We will now consider how the two are different. The familiar LDA 

construction with a monotransitive matrix verb is subcategorized for a subject, an object, and a 

COMP (the grammatical function associated with complement clauses). The less frequently 

encountered construction with a ditransitive matrix verb is subcategorized for a subject, a first 

object, and a second object expressed as a participle, a nominalized clause.  

 

(36) Monotransitive LDA:   SUBJ OBJ COMP    & OBJ = (COMP TOPIC) 

Ditransitive LDA:   SUBJ OBJ OBJ2      & OBJ = (OBJ2 TOPIC) 

 

In both constructions the object is related to topic: topic of the complement clause or topic of the 

participle functioning as second object. 

Finally, we can point out that the ditransitive version of Long Distance Agreement also 

bears a resemblance to the Possessor Raising construction mentioned in the first section of the 

paper. Both constructions are ditransitive; both are formed with the secondary final -aw; in both 

the first object does not bear a thematic role to the (matrix) verb. The difference between the two 

constructions is schematized in (37): 

 

(37) Possessor Raising:  OBJ = OBJ2 POSS 

 Ditransitive LDA:  OBJ = OBJ2 TOPIC 

 

In Possessor Raising, the first object is understood to be coreferential to the possessor of the 

second object, while in the ditransitive LDA construction the first object is understood to be 

coreferential to the topic of the nominalized clause functioning as second object. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have examined three constructions with athematic objects bearing some 

relationship to another element in the sentence: Possessor Raising, where the object is identified 

with the possessor of the second object, monotransitive Long Distance Agreement, where the 

object is identified with the topic of the complement clause, and ditransitive Long Distance 

Agreement, where the object is identified with the topic of the nominalized clause functioning as 

the second object. 

I have argued that the factor determining whether the matrix verb in a Long Distance 

Agreement construction is monotransitive or ditransitive is the phrasal category of the embedded 

proposition: if it is a clause, a monotransitive matrix verb is used, but if it is a participle—a 

nominalized clause—the ditransitive variant is chosen. In other words, to understand how Long 

Distance Agreement functions in Meskwaki, attention must be paid not only to grammatical 

functions like subject and object but also to the constituent structure categories of S and NP. 
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1 I thank the audience at AC52 for their comments and questions and two anonymous reviewers 

for helpful suggestions. LeSourd (2019) argues that Raising and Long Distance Agreement are 

actually two separate constructions in Passamaquoddy, with a full NP appearing in the matrix 

clause in Raising but in the lower clause for Long Distance Agreement, but for the purposes of 

the present paper I will use the term Long Distance Agreement for the entire family of such 

constructions. 
2 Abbreviations: 1P = first person exclusive plural, 21 = first person inclusive plural, 3 = animate 

obviative, 0 = inanimate, 0’ = inanimate obviative, ANIM = animate, AOR = aorist prefix; aorist 

conjunct inflection, AOR.PRET = aorist preterit, DIM = diminutive, EMPH = emphatic, FUT = future, 

IC = Initial Change (ablaut rule), INAN = inanimate, IND = independent indicative, INTERR.PART = 

interrogative participle,  NEG= negative inflection, O = (first) object, O2 = second object, OBL = 

oblique head of relative clause, OBV = obviative, PART = conjunct participle, PL = plural, POSS = 

possessor, PRET.PART = preterit participle, REDUP = reduplication, SG = singular, SUBJNCT = 

subjunctive. Subject and object features in verb inflection are separated by > and are followed by 

identification of the verbal paradigm. The head of a relative clause is identified following the 

label PART (participle). Vowel length is marked by a raised dot. Examples cited as W are from 

Kiyana 1913. 
3 See Dahlstrom (1995:9) for an example of a monotransitive Long Distance Agreement 

construction in which the complement clause does not contain any element coreferential to the 

athematic object. 
4 Example (35) is somewhat reminiscent of the relational verb forms of Cree (cf. Wolfart 

(1973:60–61) and Junker (2003)), which express functions comparable to ethical datives in 

European languages. In Cree, the relational forms are homophonous with Possessor Raising. 

Meskwaki also has special morphology for relational verb forms, but the Meskwaki relational 

morphology is distinct from the stems bearing the secondary final -aw characteristic of 

Meskwaki Possessor Raising and ditransitive Long Distance Agreement. See Goddard 

(1995:141–146) for the details of Meskwaki relational morphology and numerous examples of 

its use. It is clear from the morphology of the matrix verb in (35) that this is not a Meskwaki 

relational form. 


